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Materials: A subject to draw – ideally a real object or a sharply focused photograph, a strong directional light source like a lamp or 
the sun, pencils of various hardnesses (like 2H-6B), pencil sharpener, kneadable eraser, fine grade sandpaper (like 400 grit), a regular 
eraser, stomp/tortillion, large brush and a very small 00 size brush, opaque white paint and/or a white gel pen, a piece of drawing 
paper. Fine pointed black pen. Workable fixative spray.  

Steps: 

1. Set up your work area so that a strong directional light is on your subject. Wash your hands to remove 
skin oils that will mar your paper and repel the graphite from sticking to the paper. 

2. Visually observe your object then close your eyes to feel its shape and textures. 
3. Make a light pencil sketch of your subject. Keep it small since achieving a realistic look takes time. 
4. Use a hard pencil (about an H) to lightly shade the interior of your object everywhere except the 

brightest highlights. Use the side of a sharp pencil in an overhand position to evenly apply. 
5. Use a softer pencil (perhaps a B) to add midtones. You may want to apply graphite dust made from 

rubbing your pencil end on sandpaper and drawing with the resultant dust using a stomp. Shade only 
the areas of your object that will be the middle and darkest tones.  

6. Use your softest pencil (perhaps a 6B) to add the deepest tones, shading only in these areas. Again use 
the side of pencil and/or draw with graphite dust. 

7. Reevaluate your drawing to make sure you’ve represented all the values, and if not, lighten the lights 
and darken the darks. Perhaps accentuate the values based on what you know about depicting 3-D 
form, particularly if your light source is not as strong as you’d like it to be. 

8. Once you have depicted the overall values on your subject, you may choose to add textural details – is 
it shiny, dull, smooth, bumpy, sharp, soft? Look and touch your subject again. Explore a variety of 
application techniques to suggest texture but don’t overdo it. The overall values that define your 
subject’s three dimensional shape should dominate.  

9. Final details: use a very sharp soft pencil to add smallest areas of deepest values and areas of texture. 
10. Last step: review your highlights and bring back if necessary by lifting out with eraser or adding delicate 

details with white paint and a brush (or a white gel pen).  Use black pen for fine, dark details.  
11.  If time and desire allows: add a cast shadow, noting its direction, shape, value, edges. Separate the 

edge of your subject from the shadow by adding some bounce light to its edge. Spray with fixative. 

Reminders: 

-Always make a value scale with the medium you have chosen and think about how to use all values 
somewhere in your piece (see next page for examples of value scales and practice exercises). 
-The pencil grades you use will depend upon how dark your subject is (ie: an egg vs an avocado) 
-Continually ground truth your drawing with reality by looking frequently back and forth at your object and 
your drawing.  Squinting your eyes while looking at subject will help to narrow your focus on seeing the values.  
-Avoid using your hands to wipe dust and erasures off your drawing, the oils on your fingers with interfere 
with adherence of the pencil on your paper.   



Examples of value scales  

 

Examples of using a value scale to create life-like  three dimensional forms 

 

 

 

For more sketching tutorials visit my website at www.ChristineElder.com/tutorials 


